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UPCOMING EVENTS:
January 5, 2022
DAPL Board Meeting
Dallas Petroleum Club
Dallas, Texas

January 12, 2022
Gray Reed / NGL Event
Gray Reed’s Office
Dallas, Texas

January 10, 2022
DAPL Dinner Meeting
Dallas Petroleum Club
Dallas, Texas

February 8 – 11, 2022
2022 NAPE 
GRB Convention Center
Houston, Texas

AAPL WEBINARS:
January 18, 2022
JOA 1 Day Seminar
Dorsey T. Roach, CPL
7.00 CEU

February 22, 2022 (AM)
Solar Lease Fundamentals
Phillip Guerra, CPL
3.00 CEU Ethics

January 31, 2022 (PM)
Solar Lease Fundamentals
Phillip Guerra, CPL
3.00 CEU Ethics

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dallas
-association-of-petroleum-landmen-dapl

https://www.facebook.com/dapldallas/

DAPL BOARD MEETINGS:
3/2/2022
4/6/2022
6/1/2022

https://personify.landman.org/PersonifyEbusiness/Events/AAPL-Events-Calendar/Meeting-Details/productId/6246803/ForceSSO/Y
https://personify.landman.org/PersonifyEbusiness/Events/AAPL-Events-Calendar/Meeting-Details/productId/6246810/ForceSSO/Y
https://personify.landman.org/PersonifyEbusiness/Events/AAPL-Events-Calendar/Meeting-Details/productId/6246804/ForceSSO/Y
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dallas-association-of-petroleum-landmen-dapl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dallas-association-of-petroleum-landmen-dapl
https://www.facebook.com/dapldallas/
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2021-2022 DAPL Board of Directors
Position Name Email

President Heath Burnett, CPL president@dapl.org

1st Vice President
- Membership

Cameron Kroese, CPL membership@dapl.org

2nd Vice President
- Golf Tournament

Michael Anderson golf@dapl.org

3rd Vice President
- Clay Shoot

Hagen Vasek, CPL clayshoot@dapl.org

Secretary Jason Maloy, CPL secretary@dapl.org

Treasurer Mason Guinn, CPL treasurer@dapl.org

Sergeant at Arms Ryan Harkins sa@dapl.org

Advertising Director Nancy McCaskell, CPL advertising@dapl.org

Entertainment Director Joel Robbins, CPL entertainment@dapl.org

Education Director Nathan Eubanks, RPL education@dapl.org

NGL Director Andrew Swann, CPL ngl@dapl.org

Publications Director Eli Murray, CPL publications@dapl.org

Technology Director Patrick Durman, RPL technology@dapl.org

Immediate Past President & 
AAPL Director

Brian Tolson, CPL aapl@dapl.org

Special Advisor to the Board Iris Bradley, CPL/ESA

mailto:president@dapl.org
mailto:membership@dapl.org
mailto:golf@dapl.org
mailto:clayshoot@dapl.org
mailto:secretary@dapl.org
mailto:treasurer@dapl.org
mailto:sa@dapl.org
mailto:advertising@dapl.org
mailto:entertainment@dapl.org
mailto:education@dapl.org
mailto:ngl@dapl.org
mailto:publications@dapl.org
mailto:technology@dapl.org
mailto:aapl@dapl.org
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https://communications.grayreed.com/18/430/landing-pages/rsvp-blank.asp
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Advertise with DAPL
Email: advertising@dapl.org

Website Advertisements, Dimensions, and Price Sheet

Size/Type Dimensions Max File Size Annual Fee

Skyscraper 120px x 640px 20k $610

DAPL Newsletter Advertisement Prices Effective February 17, 2020

Size/Type Dimensions 10 Issues 
(Full Year)

5 Issues 
(Half Year)

Full Page 7.5 x 10.5 inches $3,000* $2,000*

1/2 Page 7.5 x 5.25 inches $1,250 $1,000

1/4 Page 3.75 x 5.25 inches $650 $550

1/8 Page 3.75 x 2.125 inches $400 $300
*Access to all DAPL Happy Hours from Jan 1 to Dec 31 at no costs. Reserved spot in
Golf Tournament and Clay Shoot (must pay to shoot or play). 10% discount on the Golf
Tournament and Clay Shoot. 2 Company/Firm spotlights in our DAPL Newsletter.
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RSVP:  Please register ONLINE as soon as possible

https://dapl.org/meetinginfo.php?id=43&ts=1640811403

https://dapl.org/meetinginfo.php?id=43&ts=1640811403
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Top Ten Texas Oil & Gas Cases of 2021
Part 1 of 3

By Ethan Wood, Gray Reed

For the next three months, we will discuss significant oil and gas
decisions from state courts in Texas during 2021. It is not intended to be
a strict legal analysis, but rather a useful guide for landmen in their daily
work. Therefore, a complete discussion of all legal analyses contained
in the decisions are not always included.

1) Lyle v. Midway Solar, LLC, 618 S.W.3d 857 (Tex. App.—
El Paso 2020, pet. denied)
Decided December 30, 20201

In this case, the El Paso Court of Appeals held that the accommodation doctrine could apply to a dispute
between the owners of oil and gas interests and surface owners who had leased a tract for a large-scale
solar facility, but ultimately, the causes of action asserted by the mineral owners were premature.

The Lyles were successors-in-interest to the grantor of a 1948 deed covering a tract of land in Pecos
County. In the 1948 deed, the grantors conveyed the surface and reserved oil and gas interests, along
with “the right to … use of the surface estate in the lands above described as may be usual, necessary or
convenient in the use and enjoyment of the oil, gas and general mineral estate hereinabove reserved.” In
2015, the owner of the surface estate leased the tract to Midway to place solar panels, transmission lines,
electrical lines and cable lines. Midway ultimately constructed a solar facility covering 70% of the surface
of the tract in which the Lyles owned a mineral interest, leaving certain portions of the tract unused as
“Designated Drill Site Tracts”.

The Lyles filed suit claiming breach of contract and trespass, seeking damages and an injunction to
remove the solar panels because the construction of the facility had “destroyed or greatly diminished the
value of their mineral estate.” Although the Lyles obtained affidavits from expert witnesses that horizontal
drilling from the Designated Drill Site Tracts was not economically feasible due to costs and geography, it
was undisputed that the Lyles had never leased their interests, had no plans to lease their interests, had
never commissioned geological surveys or otherwise taken any steps to develop the mineral estate.
Midway filed for and obtained partial summary judgments that (1) the accommodation doctrine applied to
the dispute and (2) Midway’s use of the surface was reasonable because the Lyles had taken no steps to
develop the minerals. The El Paso Court of Appeals ultimately affirmed the trial court’s ruling on these
issues.
1Although technically decided at the end of 2020, this decision came too late to make it into last year’s Top Ten cases
article.
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Top Ten Texas Oil & Gas Cases of 2021
Part 1 of 3 (cont’d)
By Ethan Wood, Gray Reed

Lyle v. Midway Solar, LLC, 618 S.W.3d 857 (Tex. App.—El Paso 2020, pet. denied)

In Texas, the mineral estate is the dominate estate, but the mineral owner’s rights to use the surface are
not absolute. They can be limited by contract or the “accommodation doctrine” which seeks to balance the
rights of the surface and mineral owner. Under this doctrine, the surface owner must show that the
mineral owner’s use of the surface completely precludes or substantially impairs the surface owner’s
existing use and that there is no reasonable alternative method available to the surface owner to continue
said use. Additionally, the surface owner must further prove that under the circumstances, there are
alternative reasonable, customary and industry-accepted methods available to the mineral owner that
would (1) allow for recovery of the minerals and (2) also allow the surface owner to continue the existing
use. If proved, the accommodation doctrine requires the mineral owner to use the alternative method. But,
if evidence shows that there is only one means of surface use to develop the minerals, the mineral owner
is entitled to pursue such use regardless of surface damage.

The Court of Appeals first turned to whether the language of the 1948 deed precluded the application of
the accommodation doctrine. Although the Lyles contended that the “usual, necessary or convenient” way
to access the mineral estate at the time of the conveyance was vertical drilling, the court looked to prior
Texas caselaw and concluded that this language was used in a general sense and that the contemplated
use might change over time with advancements in technology.

Because the deed did not preclude application of the accommodation doctrine, the court then turned to
the question of whether the Lyles had to attempt to develop their minerals to bring a claim. The Lyles
argued that they had already suffered damage because the solar facility covered 70% of their tract.
Midway argued that its use might only potentially interfere with the Lyle’s mineral use at some point in the
future. The Court agreed with Midway, stating “[t]here is simply no logic in allowing trespass damages
today for a mineral estate that might never be developed.”

As Texas continues to lead the way as an energy producer—both in oil and gas and in wind, solar and
geothermal—disputes will continue to arise between various interest owners. Going forward, solar and
wind developers should seek surface use waivers from mineral interest owners and their lessees
whenever possible, especially in areas with notable oil and gas development.

2) BlueStone Nat. Res. II, LLC v. Randle, 620 S.W.3d 380 (Tex.
2021)
Decided March 12, 2021

In this decision, the Texas Supreme Court weighed in on another postproduction cost dispute, holding
(1) that deduction of postproduction costs was improper where a lease explicitly resolved a conflict
between “gross value received” and “computed at the mouth of the well” language, and (2) a lease’s “free
use” clause did not authorize the lessee to consume gas in off-lease operations without compensation.
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Top Ten Texas Oil & Gas Cases of 2021
Part 1 of 3 (cont’d)
By Ethan Wood, Gray Reed

BlueStone Nat. Res. II, LLC v. Randle, 620 S.W.3d 380 (Tex. 2021)

BlueStone’s predecessor-in-interest entered into several oil and gas leases with lessors. Each lease
consisted of a two-page pre-printed form with an attached addendum providing that its language
“supersedes any provisions to the contrary in the printed lease.” Paragraph 3 of the pre-printed form
required payment on “market value at the well.” Paragraph 26 of the addendum provided for payment on
“gross value received” and included typical “no deductions” language.

For more than a decade, the lessee paid royalties on gross value received. When BlueStone took over in
2016, it began deducting postproduction costs. Noticing the decline in royalties paid, several groups of
lessors sued BlueStone over these deductions. While litigation was ongoing, the lessors also discovered
that BlueStone was not paying royalties on commingled gas used as plant fuel by a third-party processor
(“Plant Fuel”) or on commingled gas the processor returned to BlueStone to fuel compressors on and off
the leased premises (“Compressor Fuel”). The trial court determined BlueStone had breached the lease
by deducting postproduction costs and not paying royalty on Plant and Compressor Fuel. The court of
appeals affirmed. BlueStone appealed.

The basic structure of a royalty clause has three components: (1) the royalty fraction (e.g., 1/8th, 25%,
1/5th), (2) the yardstick (e.g., market value, proceeds, price) and (3) the location for measuring (e.g., at the
well, at the point of sale). BlueStone argued that because the addendum lacked the third element—a
valuation point—the pre-printed form controls (and that the “at the well” measurement necessitated
deduction of postproduction costs). The lessors argued that “gross value received” is equivalent to gross
proceeds and that the language supplied both elements 2 and 3 of the royalty component.

After a brief examination of the distinction between market value and amount realized clauses, the Court
noted that generally a royalty clause based on “amount realized” creates an interest free of postproduction
costs. But, this general rule can be modified depending on the language used, as was the case in the
Court’s 2019 decision, Burlington Res. Oil & Gas Co. LP v. Tex. Crude Energy, LLC. Here, however, the
lease addendum’s use of “gross proceeds” could not be harmonized with an “at the well” measurement
point (unlike in Burlington which combined “amount realized” language with “into the pipelines” language).
Thus, the Court concluded that the lease addendum expressly resolved the conflict and that BlueStone
improperly deducted royalties.
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Top Ten Texas Oil & Gas Cases of 2021
Part 1 of 3 (cont’d)
By Ethan Wood, Gray Reed

BlueStone Nat. Res. II, LLC v. Randle, 620 S.W.3d 380 (Tex. 2021)

Turning to the Plant and Compressor Fuel issue, the Court rejected BlueStone’s argument that the free
use clause excused non-payment for such gas. The free gas provision provided that the lessee “shall
have free from royalty … the use of …gas … produced from said land in all operations which Lessee may
conduct hereunder.” BlueStone argued that using gas for Plant Fuel and Compressor Fuel benefitted and
furthered lease operations. But, the Court found that the lease’s language could not be reasonably
construed as extending to off-lease uses. The Court affirmed the appellate decision but remanded the
case to for further consideration of damages for off lease Compressor Fuel use.

This case has already been cited in multiple postproduction and off-lease royalty use cases this year.
Lawyers and landmen should strive to ensure that every royalty provision have a royalty fraction, a
“yardstick” and a measuring point consistent with the “yardstick” to avoid confusion and costly litigation.

3) Headington Royalty, Inc. v. Finley Res., Inc., 623 S.W.3d 480 
(Tex. App.—Dallas 2021, pet. filed)
Decided March 18, 2021

In this case, the Dallas Court of Appeals considered the scope of the term “predecessors” in the context of
a release of claims provision in an acreage swap between leasehold owners.

Finley Resources owned leasehold rights and operated the shallow depths of a tract in Loving County.
Headington owned portions of the leasehold in the shallow depths, but also owned most of the deep rights
as well. In 2017, Petro Canyon Energy obtained a top lease on the tract covering all depths and notified
Finley that the bottom lease may have expired for lack of production in paying quantities. Finley
quitclaimed its interest to Petro Canyon and transferred operatorship of its wells to Petro Canyon’s
affiliate.

Petro Canyon and Headington then executed an acreage swap in which Petro Canyon assigned the top
lease to Headington and Headington assigned interests in other tracts to Petro Canyon. The acreage
swap included a release provision stating that, “[Headington] waives, releases, acquits and discharges
Petro Canyon and its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents,
predecessors and representatives for any liabilities … related in any way to the Loving County Tract.” No
part of the acreage swap specifically identified or mentioned Finley and Finley did not sign the agreement.

Before quitclaiming its interest, Finley notified Headington that Finley intended to plug and abandon its
wells. Headington claimed that the notice was late and breached the assignment through which Finley
obtained its rights. Headington sued Finley, seeking to recover damages for an alleged premature and
unnecessary termination of the bottom lease. Petro Canyon intervened and argued that the acreage
swap’s release barred the claim because Finley was Petro Canyon’s “predecessor”. The trial court
granted summary judgment in favor of Finley/Petro Canyon and Headington appealed.
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Top Ten Texas Oil & Gas Cases of 2021
Part 1 of 3 (cont’d)
By Ethan Wood, Gray Reed

Headington Royalty, Inc. v. Finley Res., Inc., 623 S.W.3d 480 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2021, pet. filed)

On appeal, the Dallas Court of Appeals noted that a release in an agreement will only apply to a party that
is specifically identified in the release or described with sufficient particularity. The court then looked to the
commonly understood meaning of the word “predecessor” and concluded that the term referred to Petro
Canyon’s corporate predecessors (i.e., prior forms of the business entities and individuals who previously
served as officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents or representatives of those entities), not to
its predecessors-in-title. Although the dissent argued that the release should have been construed more
broadly in light of the surrounding circumstances and that Texas case law uses “predecessors-in-title” and
“predecessors” interchangeably, the majority dismissed these arguments as “impermissibly rewrit[ing] the
…[a]greement.”

Petition for review has been filed in this case, so don’t be surprised if this case makes it to a future
installment of Top Ten Oil and Gas Cases.

STAY TUNED …
Next month, we will discuss three more cases that may have an impact on your daily work. We hope this
series will help you address the legal issues presented by modern oil and gas activities. As always, if you
believe one of these decisions might have a bearing on an action you are about to take or a decision you
might make, consult a lawyer.

About the Author
Ethan Wood, an associate at Gray Reed, advises upstream and midstream energy clients on the entire
range of transactions and issues that arise during oil and gas operations in Texas and many states across
the country. He has guided clients through a variety of multi-million-dollar deals and other operational
transactions, with a strong emphasis on the acquisition, divestiture and financing of producing assets,
private securities offerings, oil and gas leases and joint operating agreements. Ethan is Board Certified in
Oil, Gas and Mineral Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.

Ethan also conducts title examinations and renders opinions for producers with drilling operations
throughout Texas and coordinates identical activities with local counsel in multiple jurisdictions, including
New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Oklahoma. As a former independent petroleum landman, Ethan has
a unique perspective on the most important aspects of title examination, which allows him to focus on
identifying practical ways for landmen to address issues quickly and proactively in the field.



U.S. Lease Price Report Owner Announces Preliminary 
Search for a Buyer of Foremost Petroleum Industry 

Publication
The owner of the U.S. Lease Price Report is seeking inquiries from qualified
parties who may be interested in purchasing the publication, including historic
issues dating back to 1984. Interested individuals or companies may contact
Douglas E. Lierle at 303-792-0507, email lierlepr@comcast.net, or by mail at
Lierle Public Relations, P.O. Box 631877, Littleton, CO 80163-1877. Please send
questions and requests for specific details via email.
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U.S. Lease Price Report
REGIONAL UPDATE SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2021

Each month the DAPL provides pricing information on certain counties in each regional play. Information
is provided in the following format: Bonus Low$/High$/Most Common$, Royalty Range Low%/High%,
Lease years Low Yrs/High Yrs. For more information or to subscribe to the U.S. Lease Pricing Report,
please email: lierlepr@comcast.net.

Permian Basin
Martin County

$50/$3250/$1750/18.75%/25%/1 yr/3 yr

Barnett Shale
Jack County

$25/$350/$200/15%/22%/3 yr/5 yr

Scoop / Stack
Grady County

$105/$8005/$1200/12.5%/18.75%/3 yr/5 yr

Haynesville Shale
Lincoln Parish

$100/$3000/$3000/16.67%/25%/3 yr/5 yr

mailto:lierlepr@comcast.net
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merger with Contango; WildFire acquires Hawkwood; Penn Virginia acquires Lonestar Resources;
Callon acquires Primexx; Chesapeake acquires Vine; Camino Natural Resources merges with Red Wolf
Natural Resources; Southwestern acquires GEP Haynesville; Paloma Partners acquires Goodrich
Petroleum; Ameredev is merged/smashed with Advance Energy Partners

As of the time of this publication, this article will already have been weeks old. However, the whiplash
effect of it has been an ongoing theme during the year. The current executive branch wants oil and gas
companies to drill and produce less and eventually be phased out. In the meantime, though, it also wants
oil and natural gas and gasoline prices to be as low for the consumer as possible. For simple supply and
demand economics, that does not work. To borrow a term from Little League Baseball, the
administration is in a “pickle.”
“Confronting Inflation, Biden Administration Turns to Oil Industry It Once Shunned” – WSJ –
https://on.wsj.com/3eAzgTn
• “Oil company executives have become openly frustrated with a Biden administration that spent months

shunning the industry, only to start urging in recent weeks that it produce more oil to alleviate rising
gasoline prices.”

• “White House advisers have spent months exploring potential responses on gasoline prices, which, near a
seven-year high, are central to rising costs in the economy.”

• “When gasoline prices jumped this fall, officials first called on the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries, not U.S. companies, to increase production, angering many industry executives, who argued
that the Biden administration should first consider domestic policies to raise output.”

• “Increasing U.S. production may be beyond the administration’s control, even if it takes a friendlier stance
with industry. Wall Street, scarred by nearly a decade of abysmal returns from oil and gas producers, has
pressured companies to pledge fiscal austerity and to return more cash to shareholders.”

Many of you probably find this bit of news to be positive! The catch is that we still see wage increases
primarily come to new hires over the existing ones. For managers, don’t forget to take care of the people
that have made your job easy this past year.
“In Hot Job Market, Salaries Start to Swell for White-Collar Workers” – WSJ – https://on.wsj.com/3sIyXOW
• “For management, business and financial occupations, wages rose 3.9% in the quarter, slower than overall

wage growth but still the fastest pace on record since 2003 for this bucket of workers.”
• “Yet compensation experts and human-resources executives say the current increases are driven

primarily by traditional labor-market dynamics and secondarily by inflation.”

20 of the most notable corporate entity mergers
and acquisitions of oil and gas E&P operators in
2021: Enerplus acquires Bruin E&P; Pioneer
acquires DoublePoint; EQT acquires Alta
Resources; Bonanza Creek and Extraction merge,
later renamed to Civitas; Acacia Exploration,
Casillas Petroleum, and Native Exploration are
merged/smashed into 89 Energy III; Cabot and
Cimarex merge, later renamed to Coterra Energy;
Novo Oil & Gas merges with Scala Energy;
Colgate Energy acquires Luxe Energy;
Southwestern acquires Indigo; Civitas acquires
Crestone Peak; Independence Energy reverse

https://on.wsj.com/3eAzgTn
https://on.wsj.com/3eAzgTn
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-hot-job-market-salaries-start-to-swell-for-white-collar-workers-11640514607?st=yu1ag3poh95x50p&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://on.wsj.com/3sIyXOW
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METT 2022 will be held March 31 through April 2, 2022. We are looking 
forward to seeing you at METT to experience a stress-free environment 
where we can socialize, connect with our business associates and get some 
fresh air, while playing the game we love and helping out the Texas Scottish 
Rite Hospital for Children.  Thank you for your continued interest in the METT 
and its mission to provide a quality energy industry networking event.

For additional information, go to www.mettdfw.org. 

http://www.mettdfw.org/
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DAPL Director’s Report
Brian K. Tolson, Jr. CPL

AAPL Director

I want to thank the DAPL membership and Board of Directors for allowing me to serve as the AAPL
Director on your behalf. I have attended two board meetings, my first was in Cleveland, Ohio, home of
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the second was recently held in Charleston, South Carolina, home
of Fort Sumter.

The new Director and Committee Chairman Orientation was held on September 18th – 19th, 2021 in 
Cleveland.  The event included, a review of Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest for all Directors 
and Committee Chairs.  Furthermore, an overview of the membership programs, association entities, 
and staff were presented to all new Directors.

Here are some of the highlights from the board meeting on September 19th, 2021.

AAPL Financials 
• As of June 30, 2021

o As compared to June 30, 2020, total assets have increased from $38,682,950 to $45,706,165; a
change of $7,023,215 or 18.2%.

o AAPL’s Paycheck Protection Program loan was forgiven in August 2021.
o Investment accounts increased more than 26.4% as compared to same period last year to

$39,177,594.
• AAPL approved a $100,000 donation to the Educational Foundation to assist with disaster relief

requests.
• Plan to continue the budget process as implemented last year.
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DAPL Director’s Report (cont’d)

Task Forces Updates
• Andrew Cooper met with the three education committees and staff to discuss purpose statements

and objectives, along with discussions on clarification of roles.

• Kyle Reynolds and Richard Ryan in conjunction with the Bylaws & Policy Committee have been
spearheading rework of AAPL’s Policy Manual with assistance from Association Options who
facilitated the strategic planning session this past February. Kyle presented a timeline for review
and approval of the updated policy manual, which will include a virtual meeting early December to
discuss changes prior to the board meeting.

Committee Highlights
• Accreditation - Two new programs have applied for accreditation and the committee is assessing –

University of Texas Permian Basin Bachelor of Business Administration in Energy Land Management
and Texas Tech University Interdisciplinary Master of Science in Energy. Working with LST and
others to increase student engagement.

• Advisory Landman Connections – Jimmy Wright shared the challenges that exist in obtaining
mentors and mentees and encourages all directors to participate. The committee is looking to
engage more students as well. The committee has a goal of 100 pairings by the end of the
2021/2022 term. Jimmy also shared that the program will be rebranded to clarify the name and
increase participation. The new name is AAPL Mentorship Program

• Certification Committee – working on recommendations for member application to sit for the
certification programs. Have also been working on the conversation to the computer-based testing
format instead of written exams.

• Forms Committee – Participation agreement will be out for review once draft is ready from sub-
committee. Renewables sub-committee will kick off this month to create new forms.

• Membership Committee – Chair Austin Frye requests that all directors take two minutes at their
next local association meeting to promote AAPL Membership. The committee is happy to help
provide any necessary information.

• NAPE Operators Committee – Recapped the summer event which had more than 4,000
registrations. The February 2022 event is basically set with few exceptions. NAPE Classic Golf will
be October 27 at the Golf Club of Houston.

• Tax Issues Committee – Updating the Independent Contractor Toolkit. The committee is also
working on issues in Mississippi and California related to their Unemployment Compensation Act.
The committee is integrating the new AAPL definition of land work into pending bills and
amending previously passed bills so that independent Landmen are covered regardless of the
energy project. While this process may seem less pressing, they feel it is important to update the
definition of land work particularly in alternative energy producing states so that independent
Landmen are protected as the energy landscape evolves.
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DAPL Director’s Report (cont’d)

CPL Requirements
• Cranford Newell brought forth a discussion about the education requirements to sit for the CPL

certification exam. He stated that during the Executive Committee meeting an alternative to the
bachelor’s degree was discussed. The Executive Committee voted in favor of a motion to create a
second option for members to sit for the CPL, which would require 15 years of experience and
passing the exam.

Operations
• Congratulated Le’Ann Callihan for her promotion to Vice President of AAPL & NAPE. Along with

Russell Cohen’s promotion to Director of Government Affairs and Drew Guntert as NAPE Director.
• Introduced Deanna Young as the new Affiliates & Volunteers Relations Manager. Deanna is a key

point person to improve and increase communications and support to the local associations.
• Conducting additional training and multi-factor authentication for staff computers to increase and

enhance cyber security training.
• Audit process is underway for our entities.
• Developing a voluntary mentor/mentee program for staff.

Landman Scholarship Trust
• Meeting with accredited universities to engage with students and get them more involved.

To say the least, I learned a lot about the inner workings of the AAPL at my first Board Meeting. I had
no idea what to expect, but was very impressed by the organization and leadership of the staff and
Executive Committee.
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DAPL Director’s Report (cont’d)

The second board meeting was held December 12th, 2021 in Charleston. The event included many
good discussions surrounding the Treasurer’s Report, the Staff Report from Greta Zeimetz, EVP, the
President & Executive Committee Reports, and many other business items.

Here are the highlights from the AAPL Staff Report.

Operations
• There have been several staff changes, so be sure to review the website for any updates.
• President Jim Devlin, First Vice President Carl Campbell, and Executive Vice President Greta

Zeimetz attended the American Society of Association Executives’ CEO Symposium. The event
shared insights and information about association management. There were about 100 attendees
from associations from across the U.S.

• The certification staff attended the Institute for Credentialing Excellence’s conference to learn
more about certification management and exam development.

Education
• The Learning Management System is ready to go be launched.
• Created procedures for approving courses with Andrew Cooper and the Education Committees.
• The EMLF/AAPL joint event has been rescheduled for April due to low registrations.
• Plans are underway for the 68th AAPL Annual Meeting on June 15-18, 2022, in Chicago.

Membership
• Overall membership has declined 7.21% compared to prior year, while student membership has

increased 36.66%. We are communicating more frequently with the Program Directors about their
enrollment. Overall, however, some accredited programs are below the threshold of student
members.

• Retired CPL and Senior memberships continue to increase.

Certification
• Total certified members are down about 5.05% from prior year.
• 46.03% of active members are certified.
• Scantron feedback from test takers is 99% very positive about the experience. We continue to

seek feedback to learn and provide additional information for testing candidates.
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DAPL Director’s Report (cont’d)

Government Affairs
• Tracking 491 bills; (Year-over-year 98% increase in legislation tracked and reported; up from 247

bills in November 2020)
• Developed letter for President Devlin which was sent to key U.S. Senators on Build Back Better

Act.
• AAPL Independent Contractor Tax Toolkit in the process of being updated.
• Developed a detailed Fact Sheet with analysis of the energy-related provisions contained in the

2,700-page bill
• INVEST in America Act infrastructure bill which was signed into law in November.

Marketing & Communications
• More than 99,201 pageviews on Landman.org.
• Rebranded AAPLConnect.
• Developed branded care packages for each AAPL-accredited university program director to

distribute to their students ahead of final exams – contained pencil, pad of paper, and almonds.
• Developed a Volunteer Handbook to assist volunteers.
• Currently updating our Compensation Study for launch and completion in 2022.

NAPE
• NAPE Golf Classic was a great success with 29 teams and 7 sponsors.
• New collaboration with RMMLF to present a joint seminar and breakfast during NAPE week.
• New student outreach reception hosted by AAPL for students attending NAPE.

The next Board Meeting is March 11-13 in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. If you have any questions or
concerns feel free to reach out to me directly at 817-781-6471 or btolson@equitasenergy.com

Brian K.Tolson, Jr. CPL
AAPL Director

mailto:btolson@equitasenergy.com
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DAPL 2021 Christmas Party

For those who joined us on the evening of
December 16, 2021 at the Dallas
Petroleum Club, you would have enjoyed
delicious cocktails, great music, and
wonderful company. Thank you to all that
attended and everyone who brought
numerous gifts that were donated to Toys
for Tots. We look forward to seeing you
in 2022!!!


